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Abstract: The Hyperspectral Infrared Atmospheric Sounder (HIRAS) onboard the Feng Yun-3D
(FY-3D) satellite is the first Chinese hyperspectral infrared instrument. In this study, an improved
cloud detection scheme using brightness temperature observations from paired HIRAS long-wave
infrared (LWIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) channels at CO2 absorption bands (15-µm
and 4.3-µm) is developed. The weighting function broadness and a set of height-dependent
thresholds of cloud-sensitive-level differences are incorporated into pairing LWIR and SWIR channels.
HIRAS brightness temperature observations made under clear-sky conditions during a training
period are used to develop a set of linear regression equations between paired LWIR and SWIR
channels. Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) cloud mask data are used for
selecting HIRAS clear-sky observations. Cloud Emission and Scattering Indices (CESIs) are defined as
the differences in SWIR channels between HIRAS observations and regression simulations from LWIR
observations. The cloud retrieval products of ice cloud optical depth and cloud-top pressure from the
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) are used to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed cloud
detection scheme for FY-3D HIRAS observations. Results show that the distributions of modified
CESIs at different altitudes can capture features in the distributions of AIRS-retrieved ice cloud optical
depth and cloud-top pressure better than the CESIs obtained by the original method.
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1. Introduction

Hyperspectral infrared instruments onboard satellites have been a fundamental part of the
earth observation system (EOS) since the twenty-first century. Owing to high spectral resolutions,
high vertical resolution atmospheric profiles of temperature, humidity and cloud amount, water content,
and cloud-top pressure can be retrieved [1–3]. The first hyperspectral infrared sounder is the 2378-channel
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) onboard the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Aqua satellite launched in May 2002 [4]. The second hyperspectral infrared sounder is
the 8461-channel Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) onboard the EUMETSAT
Polar System’s three polar-orbiting meteorological satellites MetOp-A/B/C [5,6]. The Cross-track
Infrared Sounder (CrIS) is the third hyperspectral sounder onboard the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting
Partnership (S-NPP) satellite launched in October 2011. CrIS is a hyperspectral Fourier transform
spectrometer with 1305 channels at normal spectrum resolution (NSR) initially [7] and was been
updated to 2211 channels at full spectrum resolution (FSR) on National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)-20, which was launched in November 2017. The first Chinese hyperspectral
infrared sounder is the Hyperspectral Infrared Atmospheric Sounder (HIRAS), which is a spaceborne
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Fourier transform spectrometer with 2275 spectral channels. HIRAS has been onboard the FengYun-3D
(FY-3D) satellite launched in November 2017 [8–10]. Observations from these hyperspectral infrared
instruments have been used worldwide for numerical weather prediction (NWP) through data
assimilation and climate research using retrieval products [1,11,12].

Atmospheric data assimilation is an important and complex process in NWP, in which the
detection of cloud-contaminated satellite data is a key. Cloud detection methods can be broadly
categorized into two categories: machine learning methods and classical algorithm-based methods.
The machine learning techniques train forecast models by fusing model output with input samples to
provide additional decision support [13,14] used an artificial neural net with many variations such as
support vector machine, fusing multi-scale convolution features, deep learning, decision tree, Bayesian
classification, etc. Machine learning methods are flexible because they simulate decisions on training
data, but not consistent because model training depends on input data. Most classical algorithm-based
methods used for cloud detection are based on thresholds, which are effective for different types
of cloud but with poor universality [15]. Some of these generality issues have been overcome by
statistical methods such as Principal Component Analysis [16]. Many researchers implement cloud
detection techniques using physical parameters of clouds, such as shape attributes, the fusion of
multi-scale convolutional features of the cloud net, color transformation, cloud density, cloud shadows,
and clear-sky background differences [15]. Threshold methods identifying cloud-contaminated data
directly based on brightness temperature differences have also been widely used in cloud detection
and was applied to infrared imagers such as the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer [17],
the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer [18], and the Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer
Suite [19]. By ranking the channels according to the channel sensitivity to clouds [20] developed a cloud
detection method for AIRS observations selecting those channels whose weighting functions peak
above the cloud top pressure for assimilation and eliminating lower-level channels in NWP models.

The CO2 absorption at both LWIR (15-µm) and SWIR (4.3-µm) bands from hyperspectral infrared
sounders provide a unique opportunity to detect clouds in different layers of the atmosphere. Because
CO2 is a uniformly mixed gas in the atmosphere, differences between LWIR and SWIR channels at
similar altitudes provide information of cloud in addition to atmospheric temperatures at high vertical
resolutions [21,22] developed a CO2 slicing technique to determine cloud-top pressure according to
the ratio of observations from two channels at CO2 absorption bands (4.3-µm, 15-µm) that is suitable
for cirrus cloud identification [23,24] used the CO2 slicing technique to determine the cirrus cloud
occurrence, height and effective emissivity with based on HIRS (High-resolution Infrared Radiation
Sounder) observations. A new cloud detection scheme was recently proposed by [25] to define a
set of the Cloud Emission and Scattering Indices (CESIs) for cloud detection by pairing CrIS LWIR
and SWIR CO2 channels. The algorithm is simple and can detect clouds in different vertical layers
of the atmosphere. This study makes further improvements to this method and applies it to HIRAS
observations from the FY-3D satellite. The concept of weighting function (WF) broadness is newly
added, the threshold of the cloud-sensitive-level difference is made height-dependent when matching
the LWIR and SWIR channels of HIRAS, the regression coefficients of CESIs are determined by HIRAS
clear-sky observations. Cloud retrieval products from AIRS are used to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the improved cloud detection scheme for HIRAS observations.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the characteristics of HIRAS observations and
channel characteristics. Section 3 gives details about the improved cloud detection scheme. In Section 4,
results are provided to compare the actual effects of the improved and original cloud detection schemes
when applied to HIRAS observations. Section 5 presents the summary and conclusions.

2. HIRAS Data Characteristics

The FY-3D satellite is one of the Chinese second-generation polar-orbiting meteorological satellite
series. It was launched in November 2017 with an altitude of 830.5 km above the earth’s surface,
an orbital inclination angle of 98.6◦, and a local equator-crossing time of 13:40. The HIRAS has been
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onboard the FY-3D satellite since its launch. It is the first generation of Chinese hyperspectral infrared
sounders, with 2275 spectral channels located in three spectral bands: the LWIR band from 650 to
1135 cm−1, the mid-wave infrared (MWIR) band from 1210 to 1750 cm−1, and the SWIR band from 2155
to 2550 cm−1. The spectral resolution of FSR HIRAS data is 0.625 cm−1 for all channels. Along each scan
line of HIRAS, there are 29 fields of regard (FORs) with two adjacent observation positions separated
by 3.6◦, and each FOR comprises an array of 2 × 2 fields of view (FOVs). The view angle of each FOV
is 1.1◦, corresponding to a nadir spatial resolution of about 16 km. It takes 10 s to finish a single scan
cycle. The swath width is 2250 km, corresponding to a range of scan angles from the nadir of ±50.4◦.

Due to the coefficient limitation provided by the Radiative Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) [26,27],
this study uses the NSR (0.625 cm−1 for LWIR and 2.5 cm−1 for SWIR channels) HIRAS data. Figure 1
shows the brightness temperature and peak WF altitudes for HIRAS LWIR (670–755 cm−1, 138 channels)
and SWIR (2200–2400 cm−1, 81 channels) channels at CO2 bands simulated by RTTOV (version 12.3)
model with the U.S. standard profile as input. The RTTOV model was developed by the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) [17,27]. Although the designed spectral distribution
of the simulated HIRAS brightness temperature and peak WFs shown in Figure 1 are similar to CrIS
channels [28], we find that brightness temperature observations of HIRAS SWIR channels with peak
WFs above 200 hPa are noisy. Figure 2a provides an example for HIRAS SWIR channel 2007 with
center frequency located at 2382.5 cm−1, and peak WF located at 133 hPa. Noise dominates the spatial
distribution of HIRAS brightness temperature observations at this channel (Figure 2a). The spatial
distribution of the CrIS SWIR channel with the same frequency (2382.5 cm−1, Figure 2b) is more
reasonable and meaningful. For lower-level channels, noise does not dominate HIRAS observations
(it still affects observations in high latitudes). Figure 2c,d show that brightness temperature observations
of the HIRAS (Figure 2c) and CrIS (Figure 2d) SWIR channels with the same frequency at 2227.5 cm−1

and peak WF at 535 hPa are similar, showing higher brightness temperatures in the tropics, higher
brightness temperatures near nadir (scan angle is zero at nadir) than larger scan angles, and some cloud
features with extremely low brightness temperature due to ice scattering. This problem of the HIRAS
high-level channels has been reported to a relevant scientist of the HIRAS instrument development
team at the China Meteorological Administration. In this study, SWIR channels with WF peaks above
200 hPa are not considered, limiting CESIs to below the 200-hPa altitude.
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Figure 1. Radiative Transfer for TOVS (RTTOV) simulated brightness temperatures (black curves with
open circle) and WF peaks (gray curves) for HIRAS LWIR and SWIR channels at CO2 bands using the
U.S. standard profile.
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of brightness temperature observations (unit: K) of (a) HIRAS SWIR 
channel 2007 (2382.5 cm−1, peak WF at 133 hPa), (b) CrIS SWIR channel 1238 (2382.5 cm−1, peak WF at 
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Figure 2. Spatial distributions of brightness temperature observations (unit: K) of (a) HIRAS SWIR
channel 2007 (2382.5 cm−1, peak WF at 133 hPa), (b) CrIS SWIR channel 1238 (2382.5 cm−1, peak WF at
133 hPa), (c) HIRAS SWIR channel 1759 (2227.5 cm−1, peak WF at 535 hPa), and (d) CrIS SWIR channel
1176 (2227.5 cm−1, peak WF at 535 hPa) at descending nodes on 1 January 2019.
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3. Description of the Modified Cloud Detection Scheme

Here, HIRAS LWIR (670–755 cm−1, 138 channels) and SWIR (2200–2400 cm−1, 81 channels)
channels at CO2 bands are paired using the cloud detection method of [25] with modifications. The new
method consists of the following three sequential steps: Step 1 pairs LWIR channels with SWIR
channels based on WF profiles; step 2 selects the LWIR and SWIR channels paired in step 1, based on
similar cloud-sensitive levels and minimum root mean square error (RMSE) between them; and step 3
finally calculates the CESIs. Details are given next.

3.1. Pairing LWIR and SWIR Channels Based on WFs

For each LWIR channel and its paired SWIR channel, the difference between their peak WFs
(∆pWFpeak) should be the same or less than 50 hPa, i.e.,

∆pWFpeak =
∣∣∣∣pWFpeak

LW − pWFpeak
SW

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 50 hPa, (1)

where ∆pWFpeak
LW and ∆pWFpeak

SW are determined based on the WF profiles simulated by the RTTOV model
with the U.S. standard profile as input. This was the only criterion used by original method in step
1. In fact, a single LWIR channel could be paired with several SWIR channels under the criterion
expressed by Equation (1).

Figure 3 shows an example where LWIR channel 143 (13.5 µm) is paired with three SWIR channels,
i.e., channels 2023 (4.18 µm), 1715 (4.54 µm), and 1751 (4.5 µm). The WF profiles of SWIR channels
1715, and 1751 are much different from SWIR channel 2023 and LWIR channel 143. So, we propose
adding another criterion based on the broadness (B) of the WFs (Figure 4):

∆B = |BLW − BSW | ≤ 200 hPa (2)

where BLW and BSW are the broadness of the WFs of the LWIR and SWIR channels paired by Equation (1).
Their values are determined by the following constraints:

BLW = p1,LW − p2,LW , BSW = p1,SW − p2,SW , (3)

W(p2,LW) = W(p2,SW), W(p2,SW) = W(p1,SW), (4)∫ p2,LW
p1,LW

WLWd(ln p)∫ 0
ps

WLWd(ln p)
=

3
4

,

∫ p2,SW
p1,SW

WSWd(ln p)∫ 0
ps

WSWd(ln p)
=

3
4

, (5)

where WLW and WSW are the WFs of the LWIR and SWIR channels, respectively, p1,LW(p1,SW) and
p2,LW(p2,SW) are the lower and upper boundaries of the area satisfying Equation (5) for the LWIR
(SWIR) channel, and ps is the surface pressure. Equation (5) is based on the work by [29]. Figure 4
illustrates the areas satisfying Equation (3) of LWIR channel 143 and SWIR channel 1751, accounting for
three-quarters of the total area surrounded by the y-axis and the corresponding WFs. For the example
shown in Figure 3, only SWIR channel 2023 meets the criteria set by Equations (2)–(5), so that the other
two SWIR channels, i.e., channels 1715 and 1751 are eliminated by the newly added criterion on WF
broadness in step 1.
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Figure 3. WF profiles (curves) and WF peaks (symbols) of LWIR channel 143 (thick solid curve with
open circles) and four SWIR channels satisfying the criterion: 2023 (thin solid curve with open circles),
1715 (dashed curve with triangles), and 1751 (dashed curve with squares).
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is 86, 227 and 255 hPa, respectively.
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3.2. Pairing LWIR and SWIR Channels with Similar Cloud-Sensitive Levels and Minimum RMSE

The cloud-sensitive levels are determined by the following equations [20]:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣R
cloud
LW −Rclear

LW

Rclear
LW

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
pCS,LW

≤ 0.01,

∣∣∣∣∣Rcloud
SW −Rclear

SW
Rclear

SW

∣∣∣∣∣
pCS,SW

≤ 0.1 (6)

where Rclear
LW (Rclear

SW ) represents the RTTOV-simulated radiances of the LWIR (SWIR) channel under
clear-sky conditions, and Rcloud

LW (Rcloud
SW ) represents the RTTOV-simulated radiances of the LWIR (SWIR)

channel with an opaque cloud (as a blackbody which fills the radiometer field of view) located at
pressure level pL. As pL varies from 150 hPa to the surface, the fractional differences in radiance between
cloudy and clear-sky simulations, i.e., the left-hand sides of the two equations in (6), are calculated
until they meet the criteria set by Equation (6). The values of pL that satisfy Equation (6) are defined as
the cloud-sensitive levels, denoted as pCS,LW and pCS,SW for LWIR and SWIR channels, respectively.
The thresholds for LWIR (0.01) and SWIR (0.1) in Equation (6) are determined empirically based on
their noise level and cloud sensitivity. The impacts of clouds below the cloud-sensitive levels are very
small and can be neglected. The difference in cloud-sensitive levels between LWIR and SWIR channels,
∆pCS = pCS,LW − pCS,SW , is used for further screen. The original method set a fixed threshold for

∣∣∣∆pCS
∣∣∣

as 50 hPa. We find that this threshold works well for channels whose peak WFs are located in the lower
troposphere. However, for channels whose peak WFs are located in the upper levels of the atmosphere,
the 50-hPa threshold is not strict enough. In this study, a set of height-dependent thresholds for

∣∣∣∆pCS
∣∣∣

are proposed and used for pairing LWIR and SWIR channels in this step, and in the meantime the
brightness temperature RMSE between the chosen LWIR and SWIR channels should be minimum.

Figure 5 shows a flow chart summarizing the major procedures involved in pairing the HIRAS
LWIR and SWIR channels described above.
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3.3. Calculating the CESI

Having obtained the paired LWIR and SWIR channels, a linear regression model of brightness
temperature observations between LWIR and SWIR channels of each pair is established:

TSWIR
b,regression = αTLWIR

b + β (7)

where TSWIR
b,regression is the modeled SWIR brightness temperature, and TLWIR

b represents the observed
LWIR brightness temperature. In the original method, simulated brightness temperature was used as
Tb to calculate the regression coefficients with 50 ECMWF profiles as input for model. In this study,
HIRAS brightness temperature observations under clear-sky condition are used as Tb for regression
calculation. This approach avoids the simulation errors caused by profiles and ensures a sufficient
amount of data for regression. The regression coefficients α and β are derived by minimizing the sum
of the squares of the deviations between HIRAS LWIR and SWIR observations:

min
α,β

 n∑
i=1

(Tobs,clear
b,SW,i − αTobs,clear

b,LW,i − β)
2
 (8)

where the subscript “i” represents an index for summation over a data sample. HIRAS brightness
temperature observations under clear-sky condition are selected based on the collocation with MYD035
cloud mask products (retrieved from MODIS). MODIS is a 36-band spectroradiometer measuring
visible and infrared radiation, whose retrievals have been widely applied to cloud detection [30].
The MODIS instruments were launched onboard the Terra and Aqua satellites in December 1999 and
May 2002, respectively. Aqua is part of the A-train constellation of EOS satellites, which flies in a polar
orbit at 705 km. The local equator-crossing time of the Aqua satellite is 13:30, which is close to that of
the FY-3D satellite (13:40). The MYD035 cloud mask product has a 5-km resolution, which is higher
than the 16-km resolution (at nadir) of HIRAS observations. Thus, HIRAS clear-sky observation is
determined as: all collocated MYD035 cloud mask products within the HIRAS observation FOV are
clear. The collocation criterion on the observation time difference between HIRAS and MODIS is less
than 16 min (Section 4.2).

When the linear relationships of each paired LWIR/SWIR channels are obtained, the CESI can be
finally defined as

CESI = Treg
b,SW(Tobs

b,LW ,α, β) − Tobs
b,SW = (αTobs

b,LW + β) − Tobs
b,SW . (9)

In the presence of ice particles, the cloud-top emission and scattering intensities between LWIR
channel (15-µm) and SWIR channel (4.3-µm) at CO2 bands are different. Based on brightness temperature
observations, we find that the cooling effect on SWIR channel is more significant if ice clouds exist.
Therefore, CESIs reflect the intensity of cooling for SWIR channels which can be used to determine
whether there are ice clouds at different altitudes. Similar CESI cloud detection algorithms have been
applied to the microwave temperature sounder and the humidity sounder [31].

4. Results

4.1. Pairing HIRAS LWIR and SWIR Channels

Table 1 lists the total number of LWIR and SWIR pairs selected by original (second column) and
modified (third column) method described in Section 3.1 after step 1, respectively. The peak WFs of
the paired channels are distributed from about 250 hPa to 775 hPa, and the number of paired channels
decreases significantly when adding the criterion based on the WF broadness in this study.
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Table 1. Number of LWIR and SWIR pairs selected from channels at CO2 bands of HIRAS within
different pressure layers by original method (second column) and when adding the criterion based on
the WF broadness in this study (third column) after step 1.

Pressure (hPa) Number Number

250–275 25 22
275–300 48 33
300–325 33 14
325–350 18 6
350–375 44 21
375–400 13 7
400–425 10 9
425–450 6 6
450–475 12 6
475–500 15 7
500–525 12 7
525–550 32 14
550–575 20 17
575–600 8 8
600–625 6 6
625–650 9 6
650–675 6 4
700–725 2 2
725–750 2 2
750–775 1 1

In step 2, a set of sensitivity experiments is carried out by changing
∣∣∣∆pCS

∣∣∣ on different pressure
levels and we obtain a set of height-dependent thresholds for the cloud-sensitive-level differences
between the LWIR and SWIR channels to be paired. In the meantime, 80 ECMWF profiles [32]
are used as input for RTTOV model simulations of brightness temperature to calculate the RMSEs
between paired LWIR and SWIR channels. Both the cloud-sensitive-level difference and brightness
temperature RMSE between the final chosen LWIR/SWIR channels should be minimum. Table 2 shows
the differences of WF peak, WF broadness, cloud-sensitive level and the RMSE between the finally
paired LWIR and SWIR HIRAS channels during these two pairing steps discussed above.

Table 2. Pair number, differences of the WF peak (∆pWFpeak), WF broadness (∆Pbroadness ), cloud-sensitive
level (∆pCS ) and the RMSE between the finally paired LWIR and SWIR HIRAS channels during two
pairing steps.

Pair
Step 1 Step 2

∆pWFpeak (hPa) ∆Pbroadness (hPa) ∆pCS (hPa) RMSE (K)

1 12 28 23 11.5
2 25 0 16 9.8
3 38 0 18 8.6
4 27 74 14 9.2
5 38 51 10 8.6
6 42 31 19 9.4
7 0 32 6 11.3
8 45 101 46 13.6
9 48 78 36 12.8
10 35 19 5 15.8
11 17 44 1 15.3
12 0 11 33 15.0
13 18 3 6 15.1
14 37 34 32 13.7
15 0 107 3 12.8
16 19 186 16 12.1
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Table 2. Cont.

Pair
Step 1 Step 2

∆pWFpeak (hPa) ∆Pbroadness (hPa) ∆pCS (hPa) RMSE (K)

17 40 178 1 9.0
18 20 162 7 8.3
19 40 134 4 11.0
20 0 57 9 14.3
21 22 57 1 14.1
22 44 134 6 14.7
23 0 180 8 8.9
24 0 39 26 12.5
25 23 66 11 11.9
26 47 158 35 5.8

A total of 26 paired HIRAS LWIR/SWIR channels are obtained by the modified method and their
characteristics can be seen in Table 3. And we also pair HIRAS LWIR/SWIR channels by the original
method, obtaining 24 pairs with their characteristics in Table 4. Among the results obtained by these
two methods, 12 pairs are exactly the same. The modified method provides channels with peak WFs
located at the middle troposphere (pair 8 and 9) which original method cannot.

Table 3. Channel number, wavenumber, WF peak and cloud-sensitive level (pCS) for the final paired 26
LWIR an SWIR HIRAS channels using the modified method in this study.

Pair LWIR SWIR

Channel
Number

Wave-Number
(cm−1)

Peak WF
(hPa) pCS,LW (hPa) Channel

Number
Wave-number

(cm−1)
Peak WF

(hPa) pCS,SW (hPa)

1 88 704.375 253 368 1799 2252.500 241 391
2 111 718.750 266 407 1799 2252.500 241 391
3 91 706.250 279 409 1799 2252.500 241 391
4 94 708.125 293 440 1791 2247.500 266 454
5 95 708.750 307 444 1791 2247.500 266 454
6 98 710.625 321 501 1783 2242.500 279 520
7 99 711.250 336 509 2015 2387.500 336 503
8 105 715.000 366 640 1735 2212.500 321 716
9 108 716.875 399 652 1759 2227.500 351 718

10 146 740.625 415 705 2019 2390.000 450 710
11 107 716.250 433 709 2019 2390.000 450 710
12 109 717.500 450 677 2019 2390.000 450 710
13 127 728.750 468 704 2019 2390.000 450 710
14 131 731.250 487 678 2019 2390.000 450 710
15 124 726.875 506 827 1755 2225.000 506 830
16 136 734.375 525 814 1755 2225.000 506 830
17 142 738.125 545 814 1715 2200.000 585 815
18 140 736.875 565 822 1715 2200.000 585 815
19 125 727.500 585 846 1751 2222.500 545 850
20 123 726.250 606 867 2027 2395.000 606 876
21 120 724.375 628 875 2027 2395.000 606 876
22 151 743.750 650 870 2027 2395.000 606 876
23 168 754.375 672 897 2031 2397.500 672 889
24 154 745.625 718 923 2035 2400.000 718 897
25 150 743.125 741 908 2035 2400.000 718 897
26 167 753.750 765 932 2035 2400.000 718 897
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Table 4. Same as Table 3 except for the 24 pairs using the original method.

Pair LWIR SWIR

Channel
Number

Wave-Number
(cm−1)

Peak WF
(hPa) pCS,LW (hPa) Channel

Number
Wave-Number

(cm−1)
Peak WF

(hPa) pCS,SW (hPa)

1 88 704.375 253 368 1799 2252.500 241 391
2 111 718.750 266 407 1799 2252.500 241 391
3 91 706.250 279 409 1799 2252.500 241 391
4 94 708.125 293 440 1791 2247.500 266 454
5 95 708.750 307 444 1791 2247.500 266 454
6 98 710.625 321 501 1783 2242.500 279 520
7 99 711.250 336 509 2015 2387.500 336 503
8 146 740.625 415 705 2019 2390.000 450 710
9 107 716.250 433 709 1732 2205.000 415 758

10 109 717.500 450 677 2019 2390.000 450 710
11 116 721.875 468 741 2019 2390.000 450 710
12 139 736.250 487 797 1719 2202.500 487 840
13 124 726.875 506 827 1719 2202.500 487 840
14 133 732.500 525 819 1719 2202.500 487 840
15 145 740.000 545 778 1715 2200.000 585 815
16 143 738.750 565 826 1715 2200.000 585 815
17 125 727.500 585 846 1715 2200.000 585 815
18 149 742.500 606 865 1715 2200.000 585 815
19 153 745.000 628 825 1715 2200.000 585 815
20 151 743.750 650 870 2027 2395.000 606 876
21 168 754.375 672 897 2031 2397.500 672 889
22 154 745.625 718 923 2031 2397.500 672 889
23 158 748.125 741 925 2035 2400.000 718 897
24 167 753.750 765 932 2035 2400.000 718 897

Figure 6 shows the distributions of their peak WFs with pressure respectively, which can provide
information of the atmosphere about around 240 hPa to 760 hPa. The WF broadness comparison
between the paired LWIR and SWIR channels derived from these two methods are shown in Figure 7.
For pairs on the same pressure level, the broadness difference between LWIR and SWIR channels
obtained by modified method is generally smaller. In other words, LWIR/SWIR channels obtained by
modified method can provide more detailed atmosphere information.
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Figure 7. Vertical distribution of WF broadness for (a) modified method’s 26 pairs and (b) original
method’s 24 pairs.

4.2. HIRAS CESIs

Before calculating the regression coefficients for CESIs, we need to select clear-sky HIRAS
observations by collocating with MYD035 cloud mask products. The HIRAS clear-sky observation
is determined as: all collocated MYD035 cloud mask products (5-km resolution) within the HIRAS
observation FOV (16-km resolution at nadir) are clear. Figure 8a,b show the local time distributions of
MODIS (tracks indicated by dashed curves) and HIRAS (tracks indicated by solid curves) observations
from ascending nodes during 0000–2400 UTC 1 January 2019. Their local equator-crossing times are
very close and the distribution of time difference between them from ascending and descending nodes
on 1 January 2019 are shown in Figure 8c,d, respectively.
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observation time difference between HIRAS and MODIS data used in this study is less than 16 min. 
In this study, MYD035 cloud mask products from 1–20 January 2019 are used for collocating HIRAS 
clear-sky observations. Figure 9a takes an example of a regional distribution of the MYD035 cloud 
mask products from descending nodes on 1 January 2019, with bright green dots showing matched 
HIRAS clear-sky observations. Take pair 6 in Table 3 (LWIR 98, SWIR 1783) as an example, these 
HIRAS clear-sky observations are picked out and plotted as a scatter plot in Figure 9b. It can be seen 
that there is a good linear relationship between the clear-sky brightness temperature of LWIR and 
SWIR channels. Scatter shown in Figure 9c are HIRAS cloudy observations picked out from this area. 
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Figure 8. Local time distributions of (a) MODIS and (b) HIRAS from ascending nodes and time
difference between them from (c) ascending nodes and (d) descending nodes during 0000–2400 UTC 1
January 2019. The black lines in (b) are the tracks of the MODIS (dashed) and HIRAS (solid).

While ensuring enough data volume, the clear-sky selection will be more accurate if the observation
time difference is smaller. Based on the discussion above, the collocation criterion on the observation
time difference between HIRAS and MODIS data used in this study is less than 16 min. In this study,
MYD035 cloud mask products from 1–20 January 2019 are used for collocating HIRAS clear-sky
observations. Figure 9a takes an example of a regional distribution of the MYD035 cloud mask products
from descending nodes on 1 January 2019, with bright green dots showing matched HIRAS clear-sky
observations. Take pair 6 in Table 3 (LWIR 98, SWIR 1783) as an example, these HIRAS clear-sky
observations are picked out and plotted as a scatter plot in Figure 9b. It can be seen that there is a good
linear relationship between the clear-sky brightness temperature of LWIR and SWIR channels. Scatter
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shown in Figure 9c are HIRAS cloudy observations picked out from this area. As can be seen from this
figure, in the presence of clouds, there is a more pronounced drop in brightness temperature of SWIR
channel than LWIR channel which is consistent with the statement in Section 3.3.
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Considering the scan-dependent feature of HIRAS observed brightness temperature, all 29 
HIRAS FORs of each pair are used for regression respectively. The CESI regression coefficients of α  
and β  for 26 pairs (modified method) and 24 pairs (original method) are shown in Figures 10 and 
11, respectively, and these coefficients vary regularly with the scan angle. When all pairs of CESIs 
from both modified and original methods are obtained, they can be used for cloud detection 
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Figure 9. Distribution of the (a) MOD035 cloud mask at a 5-km resolution at descending node on
January 1. Bright green dots are collocated HIRAS clear-sky observations. Scatter plots of HIRAS
brightness temperature of LWIR 98 and SWIR 1783 are from (b) clear-sky and (c) cloudy observations
in this area. Black lines indicate the linear regression between LWIR and SWIR brightness temperature
under clear-sky condition (solid) and cloudy condition (dashed).

Considering the scan-dependent feature of HIRAS observed brightness temperature, all 29 HIRAS
FORs of each pair are used for regression respectively. The CESI regression coefficients of α and β for
26 pairs (modified method) and 24 pairs (original method) are shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively,
and these coefficients vary regularly with the scan angle. When all pairs of CESIs from both modified
and original methods are obtained, they can be used for cloud detection comparison.
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Figure 10. Regression coefficients (a,b) α and (c,d) β of the linear regression model (TSWIR
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obs + β ) for 29 FORs of the 26 pairs with modified method.
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To illustrate the effectiveness of this improved cloud detection scheme proposed for HIRAS,
cloud products from the AIRS onboard the Aqua satellite are used in this study. In the past few decades,
the AIRS science team has made great achievements in cloud product retrievals from AIRS and the
advanced microwave sounding unit instrument suite [33]. Ice cloud optical depth and cloud top
pressure from the AIRS (version 6) products are used in this study because CESIs can well reflect the
ice water content in the atmosphere and AIRS cloud products are particularly well suited to revealing
valuable information about cloud altitudes [34].

Due to HIRAS observations in higher latitudes are affected by noise, the linear regression
relationship between LWIR and SWIR brightness temperature is not very ideal. This study is conducted
only over the tropics (30◦ S–30◦ N). Figure 12 shows the tropical distributions of AIRS ice cloud
optical depth (Figure 12a) and cloud-top pressure (Figure 12b) during the daytime on 2 February 2019.
We can see that clouds with high cloud-top pressures (above 400 hPa) are mainly concentrated in
20◦ S–20◦ N and ice water are mainly found in these high-altitude clouds. Comparing the distributions
of two CESIs by modified method (MM) shown in Figure 12c,d, CESIMM-26 can capture features in the
distributions of AIRS ice cloud optical depth better than CESIMM-6. That’s because different CESIs
located at different peak WF heights and cloud-sensitive levels provide cloud information within
different layers of the atmosphere. The AIRS ice cloud optical depth represents the clouds contained in
all layers of atmosphere and CESIMM-26 reflects the clouds above 765 hPa. But CESIMM-6 can only
provide information of clouds above 321 hPa. This explains why Figure 12a,d are more consistent.
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Figure 12. Spatial distributions of (a) AIRS ice cloud optical depth (color interval for ln(optical depth) 
is 0.3), (b) AIRS cloud-top pressure, (c) CESIMM-6 (~321 hPa) and (d) CESIMM-26 (~765 hPa) at ascending 
nodes on 2 February 2019. Color interval for ln(CESI) is 0.126. 

Next, we take a few more CESIs as examples to compare the cloud detection effects of the 
modified and original method (OM). CESIMM-21 and CESIOM-19: Though the peak WFs of them are 
both located around 628 hPa, the WF broadness differences of them are quite different (Figure 7). We 
can explore the influence of WF broadness difference on cloud detection from comparison of these 
two CESIs. CESIMM-24 and CESIOM-22: Their WF broadness differences are very close, and the only 
difference between them is that their paired SWIR channels are different (SWIR 2035 and SWIR 2031). 
For one LWIR channel, we can study the influence of different paired SWIR channels on cloud 
detection effects. Figure 13 shows the distributions of 4 CESIs above during the daytime on 2 
February 2019. Obviously, CESIMMs obtained by modified method (Figure 13c,d) can capture more 
features of cloud than original method (Figure 13a,b). The distributions of CESIMM are more consistent 
with AIRS ice cloud optical depth and can give a more detailed description of the cloud distributions. 

Figure 12. Spatial distributions of (a) AIRS ice cloud optical depth (color interval for ln(optical depth) is
0.3), (b) AIRS cloud-top pressure, (c) CESIMM-6 (~321 hPa) and (d) CESIMM-26 (~765 hPa) at ascending
nodes on 2 February 2019. Color interval for ln(CESI) is 0.126.

Next, we take a few more CESIs as examples to compare the cloud detection effects of the modified
and original method (OM). CESIMM-21 and CESIOM-19: Though the peak WFs of them are both located
around 628 hPa, the WF broadness differences of them are quite different (Figure 7). We can explore
the influence of WF broadness difference on cloud detection from comparison of these two CESIs.
CESIMM-24 and CESIOM-22: Their WF broadness differences are very close, and the only difference
between them is that their paired SWIR channels are different (SWIR 2035 and SWIR 2031). For one
LWIR channel, we can study the influence of different paired SWIR channels on cloud detection effects.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of 4 CESIs above during the daytime on 2 February 2019. Obviously,
CESIMMs obtained by modified method (Figure 13c,d) can capture more features of cloud than original
method (Figure 13a,b). The distributions of CESIMM are more consistent with AIRS ice cloud optical
depth and can give a more detailed description of the cloud distributions.
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Figure 13. Spatial distributions of (a) CESIOM 19 (~628 hPa), (b) CESIOM 22 (~718 hPa), (c) CESIMM 21 
(~628 hPa) and (d) CESIMM 24 (~718 hPa) at ascending nodes on 2 February 2019. Color interval for 
ln(CESI) is 0.126. 

To show the distributions of CESIMM and CESIOM in more detail, we select data from two smaller 
areas (black boxes in Figure 12a,b) to compare by drawing them into scatter plots. Figure 14 shows 
the scatter plots of CESIMM versus CESIOM from the AIRS/HIRAS overlapping area over the two 
domains mentioned above with colors indicating the AIRS ice cloud optical depth. It can be seen that 
when there are few ice particles in the atmosphere, values of all these CESIs are close zero. In other 
words, CESIs are insensitive to clear sky. In general, as the amount of ice particle increases, so do 
values of CESIs. However, there are quite a few ice clouds that could be captured by CESIMMs but 

Figure 13. Spatial distributions of (a) CESIOM 19 (~628 hPa), (b) CESIOM 22 (~718 hPa), (c) CESIMM 21
(~628 hPa) and (d) CESIMM 24 (~718 hPa) at ascending nodes on 2 February 2019. Color interval for
ln(CESI) is 0.126.
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To show the distributions of CESIMM and CESIOM in more detail, we select data from two smaller
areas (black boxes in Figure 12a,b) to compare by drawing them into scatter plots. Figure 14 shows the
scatter plots of CESIMM versus CESIOM from the AIRS/HIRAS overlapping area over the two domains
mentioned above with colors indicating the AIRS ice cloud optical depth. It can be seen that when
there are few ice particles in the atmosphere, values of all these CESIs are close zero. In other words,
CESIs are insensitive to clear sky. In general, as the amount of ice particle increases, so do values
of CESIs. However, there are quite a few ice clouds that could be captured by CESIMMs but show
no reaction in CESIOMs (circles scattering to the right). The same phenomenon exists in Figure 15.
Both CESIMM and CESIOM show no reaction to the clouds near the surface (dark red circles). But when
it comes to the upper atmosphere, CESIMMs can capture more features of ice clouds with high cloud-top
pressure than CESIOMs (blue circles scattering to the right). According to the discussions above,
the improved cloud detection scheme developed in this study can capture features in the distributions
of AIRS-retrieved ice cloud optical depth and cloud-top pressure better than the original method.
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5. Discussion

The improved cloud detection scheme developed in this study can capture features of ice clouds
better than the original method. By adding more restrictions, the sensitivities to clouds of paired
LWIR/SWIR channels are more similar and this method has more advantages in the identification
of cloud height. However, this cloud detection scheme still has some shortcomings: (1) For now it
can only be used for cloud detection over tropics when applied to HIRAS; (2) The determination
of clear-sky thresholds for CESIs is a difficult problem. Once the CESI thresholds are determined,
the modified CESIs could thus be used for cloud detection when assimilating HIRAS data for NWP.
Our future research will focus on the determination of CESI thresholds for selecting clear-sky HIRAS
data, bias estimates of HIRAS observations under clear-sky conditions, and assimilation of HIRAS
data in the Global/Regional Assimilation and Prediction Enhanced System model.

6. Conclusions

The FY-3D HIRAS is the first Chinese operational hyperspectral infrared sounder providing
high spectral resolution data for weather applications. It represents a major step forward in Chinese
infrared sounding development. An improved cloud detection scheme using brightness temperature
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observations from paired HIRAS LWIR and SWIR channels is developed here. When pairing LWIR and
SWIR channels, the concept of WF broadness is proposed as an additional criterion to find LWIR and
SWIR channels with similar WF peak altitudes. A set of height-dependent thresholds for differences of
the cloud-sensitive levels between LWIR and SWIR channels is obtained and used for pairing. Before
calculating the CESIs of the paired LWIR/SWIR channels, HIRAS clear-sky brightness temperature
observations derived by collocating with MODIS cloud mask products are used for developing the
linear regression models for all selected pairs. This approach avoids the simulation errors caused by
profiles and ensures a sufficient amount of data for regression. The CESIs for the 26 (modified method)
and 24 (original method) pairs are applied to HIRAS observations and compared with AIRS cloud
products. The variations in CESIs in the lower atmosphere are consistent with ice water contents at all
altitudes, and CESIs with higher peak WFs are sensitive to ice clouds in the upper troposphere. In the
future, our research will focus on the determination of CESI thresholds for selecting clear-sky HIRAS
data for NWP assimilation.
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